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Abstract - Zusammenfassung 

A Study of B-Convergence of Runge-Kutta Methods. This paper deals with the convergence 
analysis of implicit Runge-Kutta methods as applied to stiff, semilinear systems of the form 
U (t) = Q U (t) + g (1, U(1)). A criterion is developed which determines whether the order of optimal 
B-convergence is at least equal to the stage order or one order higher. This criterion is studied for a 
number of interesting classes of methods. 
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Eine Untersuchung iiber B-Konvergenz von Runge-Kutta Verfahren. Dieser Aufsatz befaBt sich mit der 
Analyse der Konvergenz von impliziten Runge-Kutta Verfahren fiir steife, semi-lineare Systeme der 
Form U(t)=QU(t)+g(t, U(t)). Ein Kriterium wird entwickelt, welches entscheidet, ob die Ordnung 
der optimalen B-Konvergenz mindestens gleich der Stufenordnung oder um eine Ordnung hoher ist. 
Dieses Kriterium wird untersucht fiir eine Zahl von interessanten Klassen von Verfahren. 

1. Introduction 

Consider the stiff system of ordinary differential equations 

(J (t) = f(t, U (t)), 0 St S T, U (Q) = Uo, (1.1) 

with f: ~ x ~m-+ ~m satisfying the one-sided Lipschitz condition (with one-sided 
Lipschitz constant v) 

<f(t,U)-f(t,u),u-u)svlu-ul2 , 'v'te!R, Vii,ue~m, (1.2) 

for the inner product (., -) in !Rm (I . I being the related norm). For the numerical 
integration of (1.1) we consider the Runge-Kutta method given by 

Un+ 1 =Un+! L bJ(tn +c; r, y~nl), 
i=l 

Yln>=un+-r L aijf(tn+cir,yj">), i= l(l)s, 
j= 1 

(1.3) 

where r is the stepsize tn+l -tn and u. approximates the exact solution U (t) of(l.l} at 
t=t •. 
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For a long time the interesting phenomenon of stiffness has been related solely to the 
stability of the Runge-Kutta method. However, it is now known that stiffness has a 
significant impact on the accuracy as well. Even if the solution U is smooth (no 
layers) and the scheme (1.3) is stable, the accuracy of the approximation is often 
worse than expected when the order of consistency of (1.3) is taken into account. 
This fundamental point was perceived first by Prothero and Robinson [15] in their 
analysis of the scalar test-equation 0 (t)=A. U (t)+g(t)-A.g(t). Frank, Schneid and 
Ueberhuber [7, 8, 9] extended the ideas of Prothero and Robinson to the general 
nonlinear problem (1.1) in the B-convergence theory. 

Let -r be constant, tN = N r: = T and eN = U (tN)- uN, that is, the global error at t = T. 
The main object of the B-convergence theory is the derivation of bounds for eN of the 
form 

(1.4) 

where the stepsize bound f is a constant determined only by v and C is a constant 
determined only by v, Tand by bounds for certain derivatives di U (t)/dt1• Hence no 
other quantities, which might be disproportionately large due to stiffness (e.g., the 
(two-sided) Lipschitz constant), are allowed to be present in the bound (optima.l B
convergence). Such bounds are often in better accord with the true error behaviour 
([7, 9, 18], [6], Section7.5) than the classical error bounds. 

We are now ready to discuss the main goal of our paper. Let a.+ 1 be the 
Runge-Kutta result from the transition U(t.)~u.+ 1 and ln+t = U(t.+ 1)-u.+ 1 

the local truncation error. In their analysis Frank, Schneid and Ueberhuber 
[7, 8, 9] essentially bound this local error, as.i.n (1.4) but with p replaced by p+ 1 (B
consistency), which is then transferred to (1.4) by stability arguments (see e.g. [6], 
Chapter 7 for the useful notion of C-stability). For many of the implicit schemes they 
are thus able to prove optimal B-convergence of order p = p, where p is the minimal 
order of all stages in (1.3) (the stage order). It is known, however, that the approach 
of first bounding all local errors and then adding via the stability argument not 
necessarily leads to the best possible result [6,8]. An example is provided by the 
implicit midpoint rule for which p = p + 1=2. This was proved by Kraaijevanger 
[13] and earlier, but in a more complicated way, by Stetter [17]. We have strong 
numerical evidence ([6], Section 7.5 and [18]) that for many other interesting 
schemes p=p+ 1 uniformly on the problem class (1.1)-(1.2). In this paper we 
analyse this discrepancy between the local and global order reduction for stiff 
problems of the semi-linear form 

O(t)=QV(t)+g(t, U(t)), (1.5) 

where the constant m x m matrix Q and the vector function g: IR x !Rm~ ~111 satisfy 

!g(t,U)-g(t,u)I :s;o:jr1-ul, V'u,ue!Rm and telll 

(l.6a) 

(1.6b) 

thus tacitly assuming that the stiffness is contained in the constant coefficient linear 
part of the problem. 
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For various A-stable methods we prove that for this semilinear problem we have 
p = p + 1. One of the outcomes of our investigations is that there are Runge-Kutta 
methods with p = s + 1, whereas it is known that for the Gauss methods with s ~ 2 we 
only have p=s (see [5]). 

2. Recursion Schemes for the Global Error 

In order to write the Runge-Kutta scheme (1.3) in a more compact way we introduce 
some notation. The s x s and m x m-identity matrices will be denoted by lulm, 
respectively, or, if no confusion can arise, simply by I. Tl;J.e vector e stands for the 
vector in IR' with all components equal to one. Further we put A= A® Im• 
bT=bT®Im, e=e®I.,,, 1=1,®lm where A is the sxs-matrix with entries aii, 
'iJT =(bi. b2, ••. , b,l, and® is the Kronecker product. On the space fR•m we shall deal 
with the norm II y II =(.L'f= 1 /yd 2 ) 112 for y=(y1,Y2, .. .,y.)r EIR'"', I· I beingtheinner
product norm on !Rm. Also the corresponding operator norms on L(fR"') and L(IRsm) 
(spaces of linear operators) will be denoted by I · I, II · II, respectively. 

For a given stepsize -r > 0 and f: IR x !Rm~ IR"' we define the function 
F : fR x wm -t fR•m by 

F (t,y)=(f(t+c1 •,Ji), f(t+c2 •, y2), .. .,f(t+c. -r,y,))T 

for tEIR and y=(Yi.Y2 , ••• ,y.l efR•m. 

With these notations the Runge-Kutta scheme (1.3) can be written as 

Un+l =un+•bT F(tn,yJ, 

Yn =eun+• A F(tn,yJ, 

where Yn=Mn),y!f>, ... ,y~">l E fR•m. 

(2.1 a) 

(2.1 b) 

Let Y,,=(lt>, ltl, ... , f1•>)T EIR8 m, J1">= U(tn+c;'t') with U the solution of (1.1). 
Following [9] we define the residual errors PnE !Rm and rn= (r<t>,r<;>, ... , r~"l)T E [R•m 

such that 
U (tn+ 1) = U (tn)+ 't' bT F (tn, Y,,)+ Pn• 

Y,, =eU (tn)+•AF(tn, Y,,)+rn. 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

In the next sections we shall use the following order conditions on the Runge-Kutta 
method, 

B(p):bT d- 1 =~ (1 ~j~p), 
J 

C(q): Ad- 1 =;_ d (1 ~}sq), 
J 

with d = (c{, ~,. .. , ~le IW. For a given q e t\J we define the vector 
k = (k1, k2, .. ., k8 )T E [R• by 

2• 

k=~ (-1-cq+ 1 -Acq). 
q! q+l 

(2.3) 
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From (2.2) it easily follows by a Taylor series expansion that these order conditions 
B(p), C(q) are equivalent to saying that 

Pn=rp+l :! c~ 1 -bT cP) u(p+l)(t.)+@(i-P+ 2 ) (r L 0), 

r\"l=i-q+i ki u<q+tl(t")+l9(rq+ 2 ) (r tO), 

where in the order terms only higher derivatives of U are involved (see also [9]). We 
note that the stage order of the Runge-Kutta method equals q iffboth B(q) and C (q) 
hold. 

Subtraction of (2.1) from (2.2) yields the following recursion scheme for the errors 
en= U (tn)-un and 6" =(D~"l, 6~"\ .. . , (i~"l)T = Y,,- Yn, 

en+l =en+brzn<\+p., 

bn=ee" + AZ. On +rn 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

where Z"EL(IR'm) is the block diagonal matrix with blocks Zj"lEL(IRm) on the 
diagonal, defined by 

1 

Zf">=i- J f'(tn+ci"t-,yl"l+B(Y}"l-y\"l)}de (l:<;;iss), 
o a 

with f' (t, u) the Jacobian matrix --- f (t, u) (t E IR, u E !Rm). au 
Assuming I-AZ" to be regular we obtain from (2.4) the recursion 

en+ 1 =[I+ br Zn(I-AZn)- 1 e] en+ br Zn(l-AZJ- 1 rn + Pn· (2.5) 

Besides this recursion we also use a perturbed version. For given vectors v,, E !Rm, 
Wn E IRsm we define , ~ - 1 

en=en+vn, on=on+(I-AZ.) wn. (2.6) 

Inserting this into (2.4) we arrive at 

where 
€,,+ 1 =[I+ br Zn (l-AZn)- 1 e] €,,+ br Zn(l-AZn)- 1 f.+ p,,, (2.7) 

(2.8 a) 

(2.8b) 

In the proof of our convergence results we shall sometimes use (2.7) instead of (2.5). 
This generalizes an idea used by Kraaijevanger [13], who considered (2.7) with 
w,, = 0 in his study on the implicit midpoint rule. 

3. B-Convergence for Semi·Linear Problems 

3.1. The Convergence Results 

In this section we present some convergence results for the semi-linear problem (1.5) 
satisfying (1.6) with given constants rx., f3 E 'Uf.. We assume that the function g is 
continuously differentiable. If the order condition C (q) holds we shall tacitly assume 
that the solution U of (1.5) is q + 2 times continuously differentiable. The formulas 
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given in Section2 can be applied with f(t,u)=Qu+g(t,u) (te!Rl,ue!Rm). This 
function satisfies the one-sided Lipschitz condition (1.2) with constant v=a+/3. 

The stability function of the Runge-Kutta method (1.3) will be denoted by R, 

R(z)=l+brz(I-Az)- 1 e (zEC). 

In order for the method to be stable uniformly on the class of (nonlinear) problems 
(1.5) satisfying (1.6) we do not need B-stability. It will be assumed.that the method is 
A-stable, 

\R(z)l:::;;l forall zeiC-={(EC:Re(sO}. 

Similarly we shall not need the BSI- and ES-stability concepts of Frank, Schneid 
and Ueberhuber [8], but only their linear, scalar counterparts. 

Definition 3.1: The Runge-Kutta method (1.3) is called ASI-stable if the matrix 
I -Az is regular for all z E c-, and (I -Az)- 1 is uniformly bounded for z E ic-. 

Definition 3.2: The Runge-Kutta method (1.3) is said to be AS-stable if I -Az is 
regular for all z E c-, and bT z(l -Az)- 1 is uniformly bounded for zE ic-. 

We note that the concept of AS-stability has been introduced by Crouzeix and 
Raviart [ 4]; they called a method A-stable if it is A-stable and AS-stable. 

Let q E N be such that the order condition C ( q) holds, and let the vector k E !Rl• be 
defined by (2.3). Defining the rational function tf; by 

tf;(z)=[br(I-Az)- 1 er 1 [br(I-Az)- 1 k] (zEC) (3.1) 
we state the following result. 

Theorem 3.3: Let a, f3 E IRl be given. Assume the Runge-Kutta method (1.3) is A-stable, 
AS-stable and ASI-stable. Then we have for the class of problems (1.5) satisfying (1.6) 
the (optimal) B-convergence result 

I BN I :s; C rP (0 < T ~ f) 
with order 

(a) p=q if B(q),C(q), 

(b) p=q+l if B(q+l), C(q) and tf; is uniformly bounded on c-. 
In this theorem the constant f only depends on a, fJ and the coefficients of the 
method, and Conly depends on a, [3, T, the coefficients of the method and bounds for 
the derivatives of U. 

For a large class of methods (Gauss, Radau IA and IIA) the result of part (a) has 
already been proved in (9], even for the more general problems (1.1) which satisfy 
(1.2). Since most A-stable methods which are used in practice are ASI- and AS
stable as well (see Section 4), part (a) is applicable to a larger class of methods than 
those considered in [9]. 

Part (b) of the theorem shows that the global order of a method can be higher than its 
stage order (which equals q if B (q + 1) and C (q) holds). This result has been proved 
for the implicit midpoint rule in [13], [17] (for the problems (1.1) satisfying (1.2)). A 
surprising corollary of part (b) is that for s;:::; 2 there are s-stage methods with a 
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higher global order than the s-stage Gauss method. For instance, for the Radau IIA 
methods we have p=s+ 1 (see Section4), whereas it has been shown in [5] that the 
global order for the Gauss methods on the semi-linear problems is only p=s. 

The conditions on the methods we imposed in Theorem 3.3 will be analyzed in 
Section4. 

3.2. The Proof of Theorem 3.3 

For proving Theorem3.3 we shall first derive some technical results, and then 
proceed with the actual proof. 

If</>: C-+C is a rational function and Z eL(IRm), the operator</> (Z)EL(!Rm)is defined 
by </>(Z)=[</>dZ)r 1 </>2 (Z) {provided </> 1 (Z) is regular) where </;1 , </>2 are poly
nomials without common factors such that ef>(z)=</>1 (z)- 1 </>2 (z) (whenever zE IC, 
</> (z) is defined). If </>1 (Z) is regular we shall say that </> (Z) exists. 

A proof of the following result, essentially due to J. von Neumann, can be found 
in [10]. 

Lemma 3.4: Let w E IR and let </> be a rational function without poles in 
{zEC:Rezs;w}. Suppose ZeL(IRm), (u,Zu>::;;wlul 2 {for all uEIRm). Then ef>(Z) 
exists and 

J<f>(Z)J ssup {I </>(z)I :zEIC, Rez:::;w}. 

In the rest of this section we shall write Z for -r Q, Z =I, ® Z and z. will be as in 
Section 2. All constants f;, Y; appearing further on will only depend on ex, f3 and the 
coefficients of method (1.3), and the constants Ci will only depend on ex, {3, T, the 
coefficients of the method and bounds for the derivatives of the solution U of (1.5). 

Lemma 3.5: Suppose the Runge-Kutta method is ASI-stable. Then there are positive 
constants ii. y1 such that 1-AZn is regular and 

IJ(I-AZn)- 1 11 :::;y1 for O<-rsf1 • 

Proof: We first prove the statement of the lemma with Zn replaced by Z. Let 
V(z)=(v;i(z))=I-Az (zEIC) and W(z)=(w1i(z))= V(z)- 1 (if zeC, V(z) is regular). 
From our assumption it follows that there exists an w > 0 such that V(z) is regular for 
Rezsro, and all entries w1i(z) of W(z) are uniformly bounded for Rezsw. 

Let f 0 be such that f 0 {3S.w. ByapplyingLemma2.4.6in [11] it can be seen that for 
any -rE(0,f0 ] the matrix V(Z}eL(!W"') is regular and V(Z}- 1 = W(Z)=(l-AZ)- 1 

is a block-matrix with blocks wii(Z) E L(!Rm) (1 :::;i,jss). From Lemma 3.4 it follows 
that there are Yii > 0 such that I wii (Z)I :::; Yu (0 < i-:::; i 0), and hence there is a Yo > 0 
such that II W(Z)ll :::;y0 (0<-r:::;i0 ). 

In order to prove the actual statement of the lemma we note that j zfn> - Z Is -r cc 
since the function g has a Lipschitz constant cc. Therefore II z. - Z II :::; -r ex, 
II (I -AZ,,)-(1 -AZ) II ::;;-r oc1 with cx1 =ex II A II. It follows that 1-AZ,, is regular and 
Jl(I-AZ,,)- 1 II :s;y0/(l -y0 cx1 i") provided ix1 -r <y0 1 • We thus can take i 1 >0 such 
that cx1 f 1 <y0 1, and define y1 =y0 /(1-Yo £X1 f1). D 
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Lemma 3.6: Suppose the Runge-Kutta method is A-stable and ASI-stable. Then there 
exist positive constants i 2, y2 such that 

II+brZ.(I-Az.)- 1 e\sl+Jir for 0<rsf2 • 

Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 3.5 we can show that 

11 +br Z(I-AZ)- 1 els1 +y0' -i: (for 0<-rsi0 ') 

for certain y0',i0 ' which only depend on fi. Further we have 

Z,.(I-AZ.)- 1 =Z(I-AZ)- 1 +(I-AZ)- 1 (Zn -Z) (I-AZ.)- 1 , (3.2) 

which can easily be derived by noticing that Z(l-AZ)- 1 =(1-ZA)- 1 Z and 
AZ=ZA.Byusingtheboundsfor 11(1-AZ)- 1 II, II Z 11 -Z II, ll(I-AZ.)- 1 II asgiven 
in the proof of Lemma 3.5 the proof now easily follows. O 

In the same way one can prove the following result. 

Lemma 3.7: Suppose the Runge-Kutta method is AS-stable and ASI-stable. Then 
there are positive constants f 3 , y3 such that 

I bT z" (l-AZS 1 r I S'J!3 II r II for all rE [RSm and 0 <r sf3. 

We shall now start with the actual proof of part (a) of Theorem 3.3, thus assuming 
that the method is A-, AS!- and AS-stable and satisfies B(q),C(q). This proof is 
essentially the same as the B-convergence proof of Frank, Schneid and Ueberhuber 
[9] who considered a more restricted class of methods but the more general problem 
(1.1) satisfying (1.2). 

Consider the recursion (2.5) for the global error. Application of the Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 
gives 

with f=min{i2,i3}. Further we know there are constants C1,C2 >0 such that 
llrnllsC1 -rq+l, IPnlsC2 -rq+l (see Section2). The order q result ofpart(a) now 
follows in a standard way. 

Next we assume in addition that B (q + 1) holds and the function l/f (defined by (3.1)) 
is uniformly bounded on C - . 

From Lemma 3.4 it can be seen that there are constants f 4 , y4 > 0 such that t/l (Z) 
exists and 11/t(Z)I ::;;y4 for 0<rs4 (which we assume in the following). 

In order to prove part (b) of Theorem 3.3 we use the perturbed error scheme (2.7) 
with Vn=l/t(Z)-i:q+l U\q+ll(t,,) and wn=ev.-krq·d u<q+l)(tn) where k=k0Im, is 
defined by (2.3). With these choices we have 

f,.=rn-k-i:q+l (J(q+ll(tn), 

Pn = bT z. (I-AZn)- 1 [k-e i/I (Z)] -i;'l+ 1 u(q+ l) (tn)+ 

+ tjJ (Z) tq+i [Ulq+ 1l(tn+ 1)- u<q+ 1> (tn)] + Pn· 

We have II r" 11 sC5 rq+ 2 (O <-r s f 5) for certain C5, f 5 > 0. By usmg formula (3.2), the 
relation br ((1-A,t 1 [k-elft(m=o (for all (EC) and Lemma3.5 it can be seen 
that there are constants c6, f6 > 0 such that \ Pn Is c6 tq+Z (O < T s i6). 
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The proof of part(b) can now proceed as the proof of part(a). We get 

14lsC7rq+i (O<rsf7) 

for certain C7 , f 7 >0, and since 

I eN-eNI S'}'4,q+l1 u<q+ll(tn)I 

the order q + 1 result follows. 

3.3. Remarks on Extensions of Theorem 3.3 

Remark 3.8: The conclusions ofTheorem 3.3 also hold if the function g only satisfies 
a local Lipschitz condition 

ig(t,U)-g(t,u)I salu-ul (for (t,U),(t,u)e'.D) 

where '.l)c [Rm+i is an open set containing {(t, U (t)): 0 :St :ST}, instead of the global 
condition (1.6). 

This can be shown in a standard way, by considering a function (j: [Rx !Rm~ !Rm 
which coincides with g on '.D and satisfies a global Lipschitz condition, and proving 
convergence for the problem 

U(t)=QU(t)+g(t, U(t)), U(O)=u0 . 

Remark 3.9: For convenience we have considered thus far only constant stepsizes. 
Convergence results for the semi-linear problems can also be given for variable 
stepsizes rn where 

(3.3) 

with tn E [O, T], t0 = 0, tN = T. 

It is easily seen from Section 2 that the recursions (2.4) -(2.8) for the global error can 
now be used with Zn=Qn+Gn where Qn=rnUs 0 Q) and GnEL(IR5 m) is a block
diagonal matrix with blocks Gl"> EL (!Rm) on the diagonal satisfying I G}nl Is'• a. 

Examination of the proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that the conclusions of part(a) 
remain valid for the variable step sizes. 

For part (b) the situation is more complicated. Consider the perturbed error scheme 
(2.7) with Vn =I/; (rn Q) ~+ 1 U(q+ l) (tn) and wn =e Vn-k ,~+ 1 u<q+l) (t.). Then (cf. (2.8)) 
f,.=rn-kr~+l u<q+l)(tn), 

Pn=bTZ.(I-AZn) 1 [k-el/;(rnQ)Jr~+l u<q+l)(tn)+ 

+ t/I (r" Q) ,~+ 1 [U(q+ l) (tn+ 1)- u<q+ ii (tn)J + Pn + 

+[i/l(tn+1 Q)-1/;(rnQ)]rr,ti u<q+ll(tn+1)+t/t(rnQ)[r~!J-r~+ 1 ] u(q+l)(t.+1)

As in the proofofTheorem3.3, part(b), the first three terms on the right hand side 
can be bounded in norm by C6 rq+i provided 0<rn::=;-r::Sf6 • Further we have 

lr~!i-i-~+ 1 j::=;qrqlrn+1-rnl, 
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By a tedious calculation, using the assumption that t/! is uniformly bounded on c-, it 
can be shown that there are constants y8 , 't8 >0 such that 

sup {J !/J(rn+l z)-1/l (rn z)J: z EC, Re z :S,8} :SYs r;;\ J-rn+l -rn I 

(O<rn, r,.+ 1 :Sr:Si8). 

Hence we have 

IPnJ:SC6rq+ 2 +C9rqJrn+1--rnJ (O::s;-rmrn+1:Si9) 

for certain constants C9 , i 9 >0. 

It follows that, under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, part(b), we have the optimal 
B-convergence result 

N-1 
Je,.\::s;Crq+l+C'rq L \Tn+ 1 -rn\ (forO<rn:S;-r::s;i) (3.4) 

n=O 

with i only depending on a, f3 and the coefficients of the Runge-Kutta method, and 
C, C' only depending on a, {3, T, the coefficients of the method and bounds for the 
derivatives of U. 

This upperbound for the global error shows that the order q + 1 result of 
Theorem 3.3, part (b), can remain valid for variable stepsizes (cf. also [13]). For 
instance, if the number of changes in sign in the series { -r n + 1 : n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1} is less 
than a fixed number M (independent of N), then 

N-1 
L J-rn+1-TnJ$MT, 

n"'O 

and thus we get from (3 .4) 

\eN\s(C+MC')rq+i (O<r.::;;-rsi). 

4. Some Examples 

In this section we will study the stability properties, introduced in the previous 
sections, for certain interesting families of Runge-Kutta methods. This will be 
accomplished by presenting some general results which are sufficient conditions for 
these stability properties. 

Let a(A) denote the spectrum of a matrix A and define the following regions in the 
complex plane C: 

c- ={zEC:Re(z)sO} 

Cci ={zEC:z=O or Re(z)>O} 

10 ={zEC:z4=0,Re(z)=0} 

then the following results hold. We note that Lemma 4.2 is equivalent to a result that 
can be found in [4]. 

Lemma 4.1: I -Az regular on c- ~a (A) c Cci. 
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Lemma 4.2: o-(A) n c- =~=>AS-stability. 

Proof: A consequence ofLemma4.l is that o-(A) n c- =~implies I-Az is regular 
on c- and furthermore that A can have no eigenvalues at zero. Hence the 
characteristic polynomial of I -A z is of degrees which is greater than or equal to the 
degree of the polynomial of each of the s components in the numerator of 
bTz(I-Az)- 1 • 0 

Lemma 4.3: If A is regular, or A has a simple eigenvalue at zero, then 
a (A) c et => ASI-stability. 

Proof: If A has at most a single eigenvalue at zero then the characteristic polynomial 
of I - A z is of degree s-1 which is greater than or equal to the degrees of the 
polynomials of the numerators of the s2 rational functions, which are the elements of 
(I -Az)- 1 • The proof concludes from Lemma4.l and Definition 3.2. O 

The sufficient conditions expressed in Lemma4.3 can actually be weakened to allow 
a multiplicity of eigenvalues at zero as long as the matrix A has a special structure. 
However, the maximum order ofconsistency of the family of methods with A having 
t eigenvalues equal to zero is 2 s- t and there do not seem to be any methods in this 
class with practical significance. Hence for the rest of this paper we will usually 
assume that A has at most one eigenvalue at zero. 

The properties of ASJ-stability and AS-stability can be related very simply by the 
following Lemma (which is similar to a result given in [12]). 

Lemma 4.4: If there exists a vector d such that V =dT A then ASI-stability:::.AS
stability. 

Proof: Consider the vector function </> defined by 

</>(z)=bT z(I-Az)- 1, (zeC). 

If there exists a vector d such that bT = dT A, then 

</>(z)=dT(I-Az)- 1 -dT 

which is uniformly bounded on c-, and hence AS-stable, if the method is ASJ
stable. O 

Before we analyse optimal B-convergence (for semi-linear problems) in greater 
depth, it is interesting to ask whether AS-stability and/or ASI-stability are necessary 
conditions for A-stability or for the uniform boundedness of I/I on c-. This question 
can be partially answered by the following method 

1 · 11 81 -01 

82 02 0 0 
()2 82 0 0 I 

1 1 -1 I 

One can easily show that the method is not AS-stable and not ASJ-stable. However 
1 z 

R(z)=l-z' l/J(z)=2(1-z)' 
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so that the method is A-stable and t/; is uniformly bounded on c-. This method, 
however, is reducible and is equivalent to the implicit Euler method. The situation is 
further complicated if a(A) ~ Ct. In this case it is possible to construct a method 
which is A-stable, but neither AS-stable or ASJ-stable at which the determinant of 
I - z A vanishes at some point in C - . For example, consider the method given by 

a a 0 

x+t x t 
bi b2 

with a<O and b1 =(x+!-a)- 1 x, b2 =(x+t-a)- 1 (t-a). In the solution of the 
linear test equation 

y'=qy, Re(q)<O 

the above method has no solution for the y\til if h q = 1 /a, but the stability function is 
given by 

1 +z/2 
R(z)=--. 

1-z/2 

Hence in order to avoid such complications we will always assume that either 
a(A)cCci or u(A) n c- =9. 
Let l/J (z) = P (z)/Q (z), where P and Q are polynomials of degree at most s-1. 
In order to simplify the study of the boundedness of t/t (z) (where 
t/J (z) =(bT (I -Az)- 1 et 1 (bT (I -Az)- 1 k)) we will assume that Q (z) is of degree s-2 
or more and that rr(A) n c- =9. Furthermore, we will concentrate our study on 
Runge-Kutta methods that are A-stable. Hence I R (z)I < 1 for all z EC such that 
Re(z)<O, so that IR(z)I take its maximum value of 1 on the imaginary axis or as 
Z---'>-00. 

Therefore, in the case that Q is of degree s-1, t/! will be bounded if R (z) =F 1 on 10 , 

while if Q is of degree s-2 (that is br A- 1 e=O) it is easily shown that t/J will be 
bounded on c- if VA - i k = 0 and R (z)=f= 1 on 10 . Thus from Theorem 3.3 (part b) 
and the above discussion we see that if C (q) and B (q + 1) hold the following 
conditions are sufficient for a Runge-Kutta method to be optimally B-convergent 
(for semi-linear problems) of order q+ l. 

I Degree of Q is s - 1 : 
A-stability, o-(A)nC-=9, R(z)=f=l on 10 ,br A- 1 e=f=O. 

II Degree of Q is s-2: 
A-stability, o-(A) n c- =9, R (z) =f= 1 on 10 , bT A- 1 e =bT A- 1 k=O. 

We will now investigate the property of the boundedness of l/J on I[;- for two 
interesting classes of methods; singly-implicit methods and methods of order 2 s - 2 
or more. 

For any s-stage Runge-Kutta method let R (z) = N (z)/D (z), where D is of degree s 
and N is of degree at most s, and define 

E(y)=IN(iy)l2-ID(iy)l2, YE~. 
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Then N\6rsett [14] has shown that for any Runge-Kutta method of order 2s-2 

E(y)=ey2s, for all yEIR, (4.1) 

where e depends only on the method. Thus if 8 =/= 0 then E (y) =/= 0 for y =/= 0, and hence 
I R (z)i =!= 1 on I 0 u { oo}. Using this fact we will give a characterization of almost all 
methods of order 2 s - 2 satisfying Theorem 3.3 (b ). 

Butcher [3] has given an elegant characterization of all A-stable implicit Runge
Kutta methods of order 2s-2 or more. For such methods we have 

where 
s (2s-j)! . 

N0 (z)= I ., 1 z1, D0 (z)=N0 (-z) 
j=O J.(S-JJ. 

s - 1 (2 s - 1 - j) ! . s (2 s - 1 - j) ! 
N 1 (z)=2 I .1 __ ,-z1, D1 (z)=2s I .1 _. 1 (-z)-1 

j=OJ-(S 1 j). j=O J.(s J). 

s-l (2s-2-j)! s (2s-2-1')! . 
N2 (z)=2 I -:-1 -----.-1 z1, D2 (z)=2s(s-1) L .1 • 1 (-z)1. 

j=O J.(s-2-J). J=o J.(s-1). 

(4.2) 

Butcher has shown that a method whose stability function is given by (4.2) is 
A-stable iff 

(4.3) 

Finally, we note that e (in (4.1)) is zero iffl R (i y)I = 1 for ally E IR, and this can only be 
true iff R (z) = 1 or 

R(z)R(-z)=1, for all zEC. (4.4) 

Ignoring the trivial case one can show that (4.4) holds iff w0 =1 in which case 
w1 = -w2 and 

(4.5) 

where 
s-l (2s-2-j)! . 

N(z)=' zl 
3 f...., '!( -1-')! . j=O } · S } · 

Thus we have the following result: 

Theorem 4.5: Any Runge-Kutta method of order 2s-2 whose stability function is 
given by (4.2) with 

w0 +w1 +w2 =1, w2 <2-1/s, w0 <1 

and where C (q) and B(q + 1) hold and er (A) n c- = ~' is optimally B-convergent (for 
semi-linear problems) of order q+ 1. 

Remark: 
(i) By choosing w1 =1, w2 =0, w0 =0 or w2 =1, w1 =0, w0 =0 we see that the 

Runge-Kutta methods whose stability functions corresponds to the first two 
subdiagonals of the Pade table have the property that if! is bounded on C ... 
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(ii) The Radau IIA methods with s 2::: 2 are optimally B-convergent with orders+ 1. 

(iii) We have no general results about the order of optimal B-convergence for 
methods of order 2 s- 2 or more satisfying (4.4). However, the family of Gauss 
methods of order 2 s belong to this class and it is known (see [13], for example) 
that the implicit midpoint rule is optimally B-convergent of order 2, and 
recently Dekker et al. [5] have shown that alls-stage Gauss methods with s 2::: 2 
are not optimally B-convergent of order s + 1. The proof of this result for the 
case that s is even is very simple. 

Suppose that C (q) and B (q + 1) hold and that A is nonsingular then it can easily be 
seen from Lemma3.l in [5] that if bT A- 1 e=O, the method cannot be optimally 
B-convergent of order q + 1 if bT A - i k =f 0. (We note that Dekker et al. [5] have a 
more general result.) Using this fact we will derive a general result about the order of 
optimal B-convergence for collocation methods satisfying C(s) and B(s+ 1). 
However, we will first derive a result which will be of help when studying the order of 
optimal B-convergence of singly-implicit methods. 

Theorem 4.6: For a Runge-Kutta method, with distinct ci and a nonsingular matrix A, 
satisfying C(s-1) and B(s) we have 

s 

bT A- 1 k= -~ (p(l)+(l -bT A- 1 e)ef v- 1 c') 
s! 

where p (x) = IT (x -c1) for x E lR and Vis the s x s matrix whose (i,j) element is c{- 1• 

j=l 

Proof: Let A= VA:v- 1 and lJT =bT V. Then B(s) is equivalent to 

1i1" = (1, 1/2, .. ., 1/s). 

Since the stage order is s - 1 

k=-- --Ac'-1 (d' 1) 
(s-1)! s 

and hence 

bT A-lk=-1-(TJT ,4-l v-lcs/s-bTc•-l)=~(lJT .J-1 v-1cs-l). 
(s-1)! s! 

Burrage [1] has shown that for methods satisfying the condition stated in the 
theorem 

1i1" _A- 1 =eT +(br A- 1 e-l)e[. (4.6) 

In addition one can easily show that 

1-eT v-l c•=p(l). (4.7) 
Hence 

Theorem 4. 7: For a Runge-Kutta method with distinct ci and a nonsingular matrix A 
satisfying C(s) and B (s + 1) we have 
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bT A- 1 e=l<=>bT A- 1 k=0<=>p(l)=0, 
s 

where p (x) = f1 (x- ci) for x E ~-
i= 1 

Proof: Let Vand fiI' be as defined in Theorem 4.6 and Jet Wbe the s x s matrix whose 
(i,j) element is tj/j. Then it is easily seen that C (s) is equivalent to 

A= wv- 1 • 

Since the stage order is s 

and hence 

k=- --Acf 1 (cs+l ) 
s! s+l 

c'+ 1 
s! bT A-! k=lr w- 1 --- bT c' 

s+l 

= --1-(1-F? w- 1 c•+ 1), since B(s+ 1) holds 
s+l 

1 T 1 
=- s+l (1-e v- c') 

= - p (1)/(s + 1), from (4.7). 

But since the stage order is s we have from Theorem4.6 that 

(bT A- 1 e-l)ef v- 1 c•=p(l) 

and the result is proved. D 

Corollary 4.8: Any Runge-Kutta method satisfying C (s) and B (s + 1) with A 
nonsingular and bT A - t e = 0 cannot have optimal B-convergence order s + 1. 

Corollary 4.9 (see [5]): The even stage Gauss methods are not optimally B-convergent 
of order s + 1. 

The methods studied so far have had an order of consistency of 2 s - 2 or more and 
since such methods also have a high stage order they would appear to be attractive 
propositions for solving stiff differential equations. However, such high order 
methods cannot in general be implemented efficiently (in comparison with linear 
multistep methods for example). Nevertheless, there is one class of Runge-Kutta 
methods (characterized by the Runge-Kutta matrix having a one-point spectrum) 
which can be efficiently implemented. Such methods are called singly-implicit 
(SIRK's), and their order and stability properties have been studied by, for 
example, Ni;6rsett [14] and Burrage [2]. A distinction is usually made between 
SIRKs and DIRKs (in which the Runge-Kutta matrix is lower triangular with 
constant value on the diagonal) since their order properties are very different. For 
example, the maximum stage order of any DIRK is 1 (while a SIRK can have a stage 
order of s) and this can be achieved in the case of DIRKs by the implicit midpoint 
rule or by the following two stage family. 
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If Jc~ 1/4 one can show that the conditions in part (b) of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. 
(Note that .A.= 1/4 is a special case since bT A- 1 e=bT A- 1 k =0.) Thus from this 
viewpoint DIRKs do not appear to be very attractive for solving stiff problems if 
high accuracy is required. SIRKs on the other hand do not suffer from this drawback 
and Burrage [2] has constructed families of SIRKs satisfying either C ( s - 1) and 
B (s) or C (s) and B(s+ 1). These methods appear very attractive especially if they are 
optimally B-convergent with order s or s + l. 
The stability function of an s-stage SIRK of order s is given by 

s (1) L .A_k L~s-k) -- zk s 

s k=o A. '\' . (s) .. R(z)=(-1) ----- _ ·;·-, L 5 (x)= L. (-1)1 . xl!J! 
(1 Jez) j=O ) 

(4.8) 

Burrage [2] has studied the A-stability of such methods and gives the following 
ranges of A. which produce A-stable methods (note that since a(A) n ic- =~these 
methods are ASl-stable and AS-stable). 

s 

2 

3 

4 

5 

[ ~ 'oo] 
[~-,oo) 

Table 1 

[~ ~+ V3 cos(.!!-)] 
3 ' 2 3 18 

[0.39434, 1.28057] 

[0.24651, 0.36180] u [0.42079, 0.47328] 

We now consider whether R (z) can equal 1 for any z E 10 for the above ranges of A. 
Fors= 1, 2 and 3 one can easily show that R (z) j.1 on 10 for the above ranges of A. In 
the case with s=4, R (z)= 1 on 10 for some finite z iff there exists z= ir such that 

l=r2 (6/,2 -2Jc+l/6), 

--4Jc=r --- --Jc+3Jc -4.A. 1 2(1 2 2 3) 
2 24 3 , 

which is equivalent to requiring that A be a zero of the polynomial 

20 x3 -8 x2 +x-1/24. 
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Some computations show that there is no value for A. satisfying this polynomial 
which lies in range of values given in Table 1 for s=4. 

Similarly, for the cases= 5, R(z)= 1on10 for some finite z iff there exists z= ir such 
that 

1/2-5 ..1.= r 2 (1/24- 5/6 il+ 5 ..1.2 -10 ,1,3), 

1-r2(1/6- 5/2A.+10 .A.2)+r4(1/120-5/24..1. + 5/3 A.2-5.A.3 +5 24)=0. 

This can be shown to be equivalent to the requirement that ..1. be a zero of the 
polynomial 

792000 x6 -504000 x5 + 116400 x4 -11400 x3 + 300 x2 + 20 x -1 

and we have shown numerically that there is no zero of this polynomial which lies in 
the range of values given in Table 1 for s = 5. 

Hence all that remains is to check whether lim R (z)= 1 (or equivalently that 
bTA-te=O). z-+-ai 

From ( 4.8) it can be seen that 

br A- 1 e=O<->L,(1/il)=1. 

Some numerical computations show that the only values for sand ..1. (assuming ..1. lies 
in the intervals given in Table 1) that must be considered are 

s=2, ..l= 1/4 l 
s=3, .A.= 1/3 

s =4, ..1.= .39434 

s = 5, A.= .42079. 

(4.9) 

However, for SIRKs with order of consistency s whose stability function is given by 
(4.8) the degree of the denominator of i/f is at least s-2. Hence if F A-1 e=O, 
R(z)=f. 1 on / 0 and bT A- 1 k=O then t/! will be uniformly bounded on c- for all the 
A-stable methods. Since we are assuming that C (s-1) and B (s) hold we see from 
Theorem4.6 that we can always make br A- 1 k=O if bT A- 1 e=O (choose c1 =0, 
cs = 1, for example). Thus we can state 

Theorem 4.10: All A-stable SJRKs satisfying C(s-1) and B(s),for s= 1, ... , 5, are 
optimally B-convergent with orders, except in the special case given by (4.9). Here, the 
values the abscissae must be chosen so that p(l)+ef V- 1 c'=O, in order to have 
optimal B-convergence with orders. D 

For some very special choices of il and the abscissae we can in fact obtain optimal 
B-convergence of order s + 1 (the highest order possible). Burrage [2] has shown 
that if LW. 1 (1/A.)=0 and ciJ .. U= 1, ... ,s) are the zeros of L.(x) then B(s+ 1) and C (s) 
hold. The values of A. such that L.+ 1 (1/..1.)=0 and ..1. lies in the range of values given in 
Table 1 are 
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1 
s=l, le= 

2 

s=2, A.=(3+]/3)/6 

s=3 A=_!_+_!_ if3cos (~) 
' 2 3 18 

s=5, A.~0.47328. 

Furthermore, Wanner et al. [ 19] have shown that these are the only values of A. 
which give A-stability and a classical order of s + l. Thus these are the only values of 
A. which give optimal B-convergence of orders+ 1. · 

In conclusion the results of this section seem to confirm the use of SIRKs as 
appropriate methods for solving stiff differential equations and these theoretical 
results are backed up by some numerical work (see [6], for example) which 
illustrates the superiority of SIRKs over DIRKs for stiff problems when high 
accuracy is required. 
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